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Samuel Weiss développe dans cet article le concept d’une conception augmentée par l’intelligence
Artificielle (AIAD – Artificial intelligence augmented Design). Le développement futur de la 
conception architectural pourrait être lié à la qualité de l’interaction homme/machine.

Si ces dispositifs ouvrent la voie à une conception assistée ultra performante, permettant à des 
acteurs indépendants l’accès à des réalisations importantes, il nous alerte cependant sur le fait 
que l’interaction homme/machine peut aboutir à un équilibre où l’invention et l’innovation 
seraient limitées et extrémement répétitives.



Since the beginning of time, people have developed tools for themselves to facilitate their work. 
Currently, in every imaginable field of science and industry, possibilities are being sought to extend 
tools, machines or work processes previously monitored by humans with the ability to act 
independently and autonomously. The drawing tool used is particularly determining for the 
architectural design - it defines the limits of what the architect can capture from his design and how 
he can communicate it to others.  

In the following research I will show in which way CAD programs, the contemporary design tool in 
architecture, can be extended by this very ability of independent action to support the architect in 
his work process, to enrich his work and especially to contribute to the development of a new formal
language in architecture - the so-called 'artificial intelligence augmented design'. 

The radical consequence of such 'autonomous design programs' is the obsolescence of the 
architectural profession as we know it today. This in turn raises the question of the final power of 
decision in the architectural design process: In an urban context, who ultimately decides what is 
built and what is not? 
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Introduction
 

The creative process and the approach to a new project varies from architect to architect. Some deal
first with the history of the site and society, others look for references from projects with similar 
typological requirements, others use regional climate data and still others first look at the 
infrastructure surrounding the project to determine their design parameters. The final language of 
architecture, aesthetic norms and avant-garde forms, however, have always been created 
depending on the technical possibilities an architect has to capture his creativity and ideas.

Everyone now knows that our world is changing rapidly. Our everyday lives have already been 
revolutionized by big data and artificial intelligence, and many aspects of society are changing at the 
moment. For example, the future of our world of work depends on how we manage to use AIs as 
cognitive partners – so for us as designers, too, it‘s about finding ways to integrate artificial 
intelligences into the architect‘s design routine to enrich his work.

 What can contemporary digital design tools do – and what can they not do? 

 Until recently, designers only had passive tools available for their work. They did exactly what they 
were told and nothing more. The introduction of algorithms into everyday design life did nothing to 
change this – only the variability of the designs was extended: instead of a single object, the design 
process could now be designed with all its dependencies and thus generate a multitude of objects in 
parallel. Today, intelligent design programs are (still) limited to Big Data and simulation. In this way, 
shapes can be optimized or generated in relation to certain parameters in a very uncomplicated way.
Generative design tools even go one step further: They only need the fixed initial parameters such as
goals and constraints as well as the desired comparison parameters which are to be optimized in 
order to generate a multitude of possible variants. For the final evaluation of the results, the human 
being is still responsible – according to purely visual decision criteria.

 How can an AIAD program enrich the architect‘s working process?

 The creative action of artificial intelligence currently consists only of creating artefacts such as 
songs, paintings or film scripts. The result, however, always depends on the data set used as input. 
While they are able to understand and reproduce complex patterns better than humans, they do not
understand what these patterns mean. If creative collaboration between people and machines is to 
be encouraged and enriched, the best of both ways of thinking and working must be united. The 
consistent integration of artificial intelligence in CAD programs and thus in the creative process of 
the architect elevates an AIAD program from a pure ‚tool‘ to an ‚employee‘ or ‚personal assistant‘ 
who makes suggestions and gives design relevant advice. With a collaboration of this kind, it would 
be possible for a new language of form to actually emerge in architecture – and not just a machine-
calculated increase in material efficiency. So the question is: does architecture adapt to technology 
or does technology adapt to architecture?

 This phase of collaboration between man and machine serves as a learning phase of the artificial 
neural network towards a completely autonomous work of AIAD programs. Such a scenario makes 
the architect as designer superfluous and at the same time raises the question of who is now 
responsible for the input and the final design decisions, but also how decisions are made within the 



design process. For a perfect ‚User Generated Design‘ only a user friendly interface for non-
architects has to be created – the ‚designers‘ of the future are no longer architects. Here I will show 
two different ways: On the one hand, thanks to the processing of huge amounts of data, it will be 
possible to let the affected population group decide on architecture in a grassroots democratic way. 
On the other hand, the design-relevant parameters could be defined using a kind of questionnaire 
within a specially developed app in order to generate a wide variety of designs from which the user 
could then choose his or her favourite.

 

I. Digital Form Finding 

1. the relationship between drawing tools and architectural language
(design vs. design process)
 

Since the 14th century at the latest and Alberti‘s definition of the profession of architect, the 
medium of drawing has been used by architects to write down their ideas and code them for later 
construction. With the emergence of new ways of presenting their ideas, the language of 
architecture has also evolved. Every design tool used thus has a direct influence on the later result - 
no matter whether ruler and compass, drawing board, computer mouse, algorithms or soon artificial
intelligences in the form of artificial neural networks.

 The first digital turn in the 1960s resulted in one thing in particular: the invention of computers and 
CAD made the computer mouse an extension of the hand into a digital construction space. And 
everything that is digital is variable.1 The introduction of algorithms into everyday design life has not 
changed anything about this – only the variability of the designs has been extended: the computer 
mouse as a hand has disappeared from digital space and its work has been transformed into defined,
programmable action sequences: Instead of a clearly defined object that arises in a „static“ 
environment as a response to a specific problem, one could now focus on designing the design 
process, i.e. the relationship between the individual elements, as a precisely defined set of steps.2 
This algorithm, the design process, is often optimized or adapted in a second step depending on 
various parameters. In addition to simple visual optimizations of the shape, these can take into 
account solar radiation or change the entire shape by adapting it to topological forces

1 Mario Carpo - The Alphabet and the Algorithm
2 Arturo Tedeschi - AAD: Algorithms-Aided Design



h
ttps://www.instagram.com/p/Bqu7uG5gicY/

Optimized parametric design for a ring made with pufferfish by designmorphine

2. variability & simulation

„Process is more important than outcome. When the outcome drives the process we will only ever 
go to where we‘ve already been. If process drives the outcome we may not know where we‘re going,
but we will know we want to be there.“ (Bruce Mau)

The design process itself is a cognitive approach to problem solving by generating, exploring, 
comparing and selecting possible solutions. It is embedded in the relationship between the elements
as a precisely defined set of steps that together form the design process. This combination of simple 
sequences is nothing more than an algorithm. Parametric or algorithmic design is primarily a tool 
that allows you to easily generate a large amount of variance by visualizing complex data and their 
interdependencies.3 A person is able to make many thoughts about a certain topic and to generate 
one (or more) outputs from them. The advantages of the machine, on the other hand, are the ability 
to generate all possible outputs from a given action sequence. One can therefore speak of ‚pre- and 

3 Arturo Tedeschi - AAD: Algorithms-Aided Design

https://www.instagram.com/p/Bqu7uG5gicY/
https://www.instagram.com/p/Bqu7uG5gicY/
https://www.instagram.com/designmorphine/


post factual‘ thinking: Where man saves power and energy by prior precise thinking and evaluation 
or by anticipating the later result, the later weighting of the result is irrelevant for the computer to 
generate the pure possibility of an object – the selection of the one final object is made by man. As a
result of the designed process, the choice here is made either via purely subjective visual and thus 
emotional aspects, via the additional simulation and evaluation of certain data or a combination of 
both approaches.

 Design decisions which used to be based on any analytical calculations can now be made by pure 
intuition – thanks to this data-driven simulation possible today. Calculations of complex but purely 
quantitative phenomena such as structural design or energy efficiency make an interpretation of 
cause and effect obsolete.

http://files.wikihelp.autodesk.com/SIM360INSTALLER/20131/ENU/GUID-17B0E05C-6EB0-42A4-B8E3-56A98627D6A1-
low.png

Bridge study with stress simulation by Autodesk, software manufacturer

„Using the power of digital simulations, a designer can make and break more chairs, beams, or roofs 
in a few minutes on a screen than a traditional craftsman made and broke in a lifetime, learning-
often tacitly-from this experience.“4 Through the digital reweighting of individual design-relevant 
parameters, calculating simulations enable a fast visual output and thus a comparability of different 
designs on completely different levels. 

 But not everything digital can be simulated or calculated at the same time. In contrast to the digital, 
calculation is an active process. Today, architecture is also changing from the digital to the 

4 Mario Carpo - BREAKING THE CURVE: BIG DATA AND DESIGN 
https://www.artforum.com/print/201402/breaking-the-curve-big-data-and-design-45013

https://www.artforum.com/print/201402/breaking-the-curve-big-data-and-design-45013
http://files.wikihelp.autodesk.com/SIM360INSTALLER/20131/ENU/GUID-17B0E05C-6EB0-42A4-B8E3-56A98627D6A1-low.png
http://files.wikihelp.autodesk.com/SIM360INSTALLER/20131/ENU/GUID-17B0E05C-6EB0-42A4-B8E3-56A98627D6A1-low.png


computer-aided world – „data-making“ has made space for the „use of data“ and the simulation of a
wide variety of situations in order to improve the results to be achieved.5 

 Through generic algorithms it is now already possible to generate material-technically optimized 
shapes only on the basis of the definition of a few required key data. However, this also only 
represents an increase in efficiency or the optimization or generation of the form on the basis of 
parameters previously defined by humans.

3. generative design

In generative design, this type of simulation is pushed to the extreme. As far as calculation, 
„autonomous design“ and architecture are concerned, it is certainly the state of the art.

 Within the process, generative design attempts to imitate nature‘s evolutionary approach to design.
Generative design begins with the engineer, designer, or architect entering a list of end goals into 
the design software – along with limiting parameters such as materials, manufacturing processes, 
and cost constraints. The software then independently generates solutions to achieve these goals. In
contrast to a pure topology optimization of the component, the software examines all possible 
variants of the overall solution and quickly generates design alternatives. With each iteration in 
which it tests and tries out, the program learns what works and what does not.6

https://autodeskresearch.com/projects/dreamcatcher/gd_dc-workflow3

Autodesk generative design workflow ( a variety of tools for digital design)

It is therefore nothing more than technical design and constructive problem-solving processes, 
which, according to the definition of a goal and the applicable rules, run largely autonomously. In 
Generative Design, all these are either natural laws or parameters that the designer gives at the 
beginning of the process. In the end, he has no choice but to choose between the various proposals 
that the machine has designed on a purely visual basis – they are functional, producible and 
material-efficient in any case. 

5 Stan Allen //Architect and former Dean of Princeton University School of Architecture 
https://www.autodesk.com/redshift/generative-design-architecture/

6 https://www.autodesk.com/solutions/generative-design; https://www.dwell.com/article/will-
algorithms-be-the-new-architects-095c9d41

https://autodeskresearch.com/projects/dreamcatcher/gd_dc-workflow3
https://www.dwell.com/article/will-algorithms-be-the-new-architects-095c9d41
https://www.dwell.com/article/will-algorithms-be-the-new-architects-095c9d41
https://www.autodesk.com/solutions/generative-design
https://www.autodesk.com/redshift/generative-design-architecture/


http://s3-us-west-2.amazonaws.com/short-sleeve-and-tie-club/wp-
content/uploads/20180606103102/6a00d8341bfd0c53ef01b8d205fb40970c.png

Autodesk generative design workflow ( a variety of tools for digital design)

Big data and the modern way of data processing make it possible to process such enormous 
amounts of data: The situations can be simulated and there is no need for pattern recognition 
anymore.7 From individual components to an entire office furnishing have already been created in 
this way. At Autodesk Toronto Office, the data and preferences of more than 300 office workers 
have been collected to incorporate more objective factors such as available views and lighting into 
the process in addition to individual work styles. From this, the computer developed 10,000 working 
configurations, which were then reduced to a number of eight using a different set of algorithms. 
From there, the people selected.8

7 Chris Anderson - The End of Theory: The Data Deluge Makes the Scientific Method Obsolete
8 Generative Design for Architecture: Autodesk MaRS Office https://vimeo.com/193915345

https://vimeo.com/193915345
http://s3-us-west-2.amazonaws.com/short-sleeve-and-tie-club/wp-content/uploads/20180606103102/6a00d8341bfd0c53ef01b8d205fb40970c.png
http://s3-us-west-2.amazonaws.com/short-sleeve-and-tie-club/wp-content/uploads/20180606103102/6a00d8341bfd0c53ef01b8d205fb40970c.png


https://vimeo.com/193915345

Autodesk generative design workflow ( a variety of tools for digital design)

 After all parameters that can be calculated by the machine have already been covered, sorted and 
evaluated, the human being is the last instance in the „creative decision“ – besides changing the 
weighting of the individual comparison parameters, the emotional effect of the visual output is again
decisive here. In terms of pure logic, generative design tools are nothing more than an algorithm. GD
looks only at maximizing or minimizing one or more parameters and not leaving its given radius of 
action – i.e. only changing the combinations and thus creating variance. By implementing artificial 
intelligence in algorithmically supported design tools, it is possible to create an adaptive multi-tool 
for flexible problem-solving processes.

II. CAD goes AIAD

//Artificial Intelligence Augmented Design

What is the design process of an architecture designed by an AI?

In the age of BIG DATA and AI, I am engaged in the search for a new architectural language that fully 
exploits the potentials of an artificial neural network. A working method that merely leads to an 

https://vimeo.com/193915345


increase in efficiency of the existing architecture or a pure reconfiguration and adaptation of already
designed and functioning building parts to a new project is left out. The process of form-finding is in 
the foreground - how can a machine that simultaneously processes, analyzes and filters huge 
amounts of data be able to generate new forms that a person cannot easily come up with?

 But how do AI, artificial neural networks and machine learning fit into the creative process? I will 
argue that the point is to complement and expand the artist, instead of just creating artifacts like 
songs, paintings or the like with machines.

1. artificial creativity

Simulations of various situations and quantitative measurements based on various parameters are 
now easily possible. However, creative solutions to openly formulated problems are extremely 
difficult for computers to achieve. An artificial neural network can only dismember and reassemble 
given building blocks from its data set used in its learning phase.

https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/thumb/c/c1/Edmond_de_Belamy.png/300px-Edmond_de_Belamy.png

Obvious Art collective AI painting based on the analysis of existing oil paintings portraits

https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/thumb/c/c1/Edmond_de_Belamy.png/300px-Edmond_de_Belamy.png


 Creativity and design, however, means creating the artificial and the new – and thus coming up with
solutions that people would not directly consider. There are a not insignificant number of areas in 
which artificial intelligence has become creative – or at least in which its creators claim it. Because 
the creativity of AI is by no means comparable to that of humans. The problem with a creative AI is 
the same as with the dialog-oriented artificial intelligence that computer scientists have been trying 
to solve since Turing‘s time: Machines can always understand and reproduce complex patterns 
better than humans, but they have no understanding of what these patterns mean.9

  The AI with the name „AI-CD β“ was created by the Japanese advertising agency McCann as its 
„Creative Director“. After a creative briefing that included the type of brand, campaign objective and
target group, she was able to write the script for an advertising film, which in an expert voting was 
even preferred to the human pendant. Elements of the TV commercial included things like sound, 
storyline, celebrity and music - yet all this comes from a huge database of deconstructed ads from all
the winners of some of the biggest Japanese award shows of the last 10 years, with each element of 
the ads mapped and marked to determine what made them successful.10 

https://s3-ap-southeast-1.amazonaws.com/images.marketing-interactive.com/wp-content/uploads/2016/03/McCann-
Japan-AI-Creative-Director-e1459217458730-700x420.jpg

This drafting robot is the creative director of Japanese advertisement company McCann.

So we cannot speak here of actual creativity, apart from the reconfiguration of what already exists. 
But this is not the case with the pictures of the AI of the artist Tom White from New Zealand. Here, 
both the approach and the intention are completely different: The lecturer for Computational Design

9 Thomas Hornigold https://singularityhub.com/2018/10/25/ai-wrote-a-road-trip-novel-is-it-a-good-
read/#sm.00007uydep7fjdveq2t1gf4gbp6ub

10 https://www.businessinsider.fr/us/mccann-japans-ai-creative-director-creates-better-ads-than-a-
human-2017-3

https://s3-ap-southeast-1.amazonaws.com/images.marketing-interactive.com/wp-content/uploads/2016/03/McCann-Japan-AI-Creative-Director-e1459217458730-700x420.jpg
https://s3-ap-southeast-1.amazonaws.com/images.marketing-interactive.com/wp-content/uploads/2016/03/McCann-Japan-AI-Creative-Director-e1459217458730-700x420.jpg
https://www.businessinsider.fr/us/mccann-japans-ai-creative-director-creates-better-ads-than-a-human-2017-3
https://www.businessinsider.fr/us/mccann-japans-ai-creative-director-creates-better-ads-than-a-human-2017-3


at the University of Wellington in New Zealand asks himself what algorithmic art can teach us about 
artificial intelligence. How does the algorithm see the world?

For this purpose, the process of recognizing an image was inverted in a kind of „reverse 
engineering“: A drawing system first generates some abstract lines, which are fed into the Machine 
Vision Classifier of an already trained AI. This tries to guess what the lines could represent. Then the 
lines and their arrangement are changed again. If the AI detects the image, it is ready, if not, it is 
optimized again until one can find out how the algorithm sees the world.11

https://cdn-images-1.medium.com/max/1600/1*-W54GyHMAOX7ZNuJlUoH2Q.jpeg

 To the human eye, the images look like random arrangements of lines and dots that lack a clear 
structure – algorithms, on the other hand, that have been trained to understand the world in our 
sense, the specific objects jump right into their eyes: electric fans, sewing machines and lawn 
mowers. The prints are like optical illusions, but only computers can see the hidden image.

11 https://www.theverge.com/2018/8/21/17761424/ai-algorithm-art-machine-vision-perception-
tom-white-treachery-imagenet; https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PwcuTCfSIyI

https://cdn-images-1.medium.com/max/1600/1*-W54GyHMAOX7ZNuJlUoH2Q.jpeg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PwcuTCfSIyI
https://www.theverge.com/2018/8/21/17761424/ai-algorithm-art-machine-vision-perception-tom-white-treachery-imagenet
https://www.theverge.com/2018/8/21/17761424/ai-algorithm-art-machine-vision-perception-tom-white-treachery-imagenet


2. human-machine interaction in the architectural design process  
 

The first step of the QuickDraw Database was to train an artificial neural network to recognize and 
name line drawings created by humans. The result is, among other things, the largest database of 
classified human line drawings. In the second phase of the project, the neural network was taught to
draw a given word with strokes.12

Screenshots from https://quickdraw.withgoogle.com/data

Based on the Quickdraw Database, the  Tensorflow AI now completes the image during the human 
drawing process and gives the user several suggestions that constantly evolve and change as the 
drawing progresses. 13

12 Douglas Eck (Google Brain Team, 2017) - „AI and Creativity: Using Generative Models To Make 
New Things“) https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WaqlmeRfPFE 

13 Tensorflow //sketch-rnn //multi-predict 
https://magenta.tensorflow.org/assets/sketch_rnn_demo/multi_predict.html

https://magenta.tensorflow.org/assets/sketch_rnn_demo/multi_predict.html
https://quickdraw.withgoogle.com/data
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WaqlmeRfPFE


Screenshots from https://magenta.tensorflow.org/assets/sketch_rnn_demo/multi_predict.html

 The CAD program is nowadays the interface between the creative intellectual creation process of 
the architect – the creation of something new – and the first objectification of this process in the 
form of a visual output.

https://magenta.tensorflow.org/assets/sketch_rnn_demo/multi_predict.html


There are many approaches to transform and revolutionize this head, hand, mouse and computer 
process. Some attempts are aimed at making existing working methods more effective, for example 
by integrating language assistants for quick menu navigation. Others try to use human anatomy to 
make design programs more intuitive14 and thus universally understandable. 

Screenshots from Fologram: https://www.instagram.com/p/BspRB6JFB3w/

NVIDIA‘s Holodeck program is used to create photorealistic cooperative design in VR. Digital working
environments and building environments are becoming more and more real.15 Facebook even goes 
one step further: Building 8, Facebook‘s hardware project, looks for ways to connect to users‘ 
brainwaves. „It‘s also about finding a way for the brain to work with the eyes to work with your 
Facebook experience.“16 You can imagine it as a kind of arm prosthesis: How does your brain tell 
your arm to move?

 If the Tensorflow-AI can anticipate/simulate the next steps of the designer just because it knows the
„rules“ (in this case: determined word & QuickDraw Database), an AIAD program can also make 
suggestions based on pre-determined rules. To do this, the program must constantly ask questions 
in order to draw conclusions about the design process from the initial parameters and results.

 The outcome would be a creative collaboration between people and machines who learn from each 
other. For this, however, the machine and its work must be adapted to the human being, instead of 
using the human fascination for complexity to sell him forms „that a human being would never come
up with“. Previous automation models, which were primarily aimed at process optimization, are no 
longer able to cope with the scale of today‘s problems. This calls for a new model that focuses on 
creative collaboration between man and machine. „The form of future things will be different than 
anything we have known before, because the new partnership of technology - nature - people 
designes!“17

14 Kinect & Firefly http://www.liftarchitects.com/blog/2011/7/7/firefly-kinect
15 https://www.nvidia.com/de-de/design-visualization/technologies/holodeck/

16 https://www.cio.com/article/3280266/artificial-intelligence/6-ways-facebook-uses-artificial-
intelligence.html

https://www.nvidia.com/de-de/design-visualization/technologies/holodeck/
https://www.instagram.com/p/BspRB6JFB3w/
http://www.liftarchitects.com/blog/2011/7/7/firefly-kinect


 This would certainly lead to a change in the work processes and the digital working environment 
that have been used up to now. The goal of such a collaboration between man and machine would 
be to generate the possibility to actually develop a new architectural language instead of merely 
generating a simulated increase in material efficiency. Does the architecture adapt to the technology
or does the technology adapt to the architecture? What does the future synthesis of both elements 
look like?

3. AIAD as digital personal assistant in the design phase

As is currently the case in the automotive industry with autonomous driving, the discipline of 
architecture also strives to be able to partially (cf. GD) or even completely autonomously manage 
design in the future. As a first step in this direction, „assistance systems“ could initially be used to 
support architects in their design. As a kind of learning CAD program they get the possibility to study 
the architectural way of working.

 In the first phase, the learning phase, the architect is merely observed and analysed in his work – 
comparable with the Japanese AI „AI-CD β“ or Autodesk‘s Generative Design Program Dreamcatcher,

17 Maurice Conti - The incredible inventions of intuitive AI https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=aR5N2Jl8k14)

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aR5N2Jl8k14
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aR5N2Jl8k14


a creative briefing for the drawing program is also necessary here: What kind of design is it? Is an 
office tower, a theatre or an entire city district designed? Where should the design be located? What
are the specific restrictions? Every designer or architect has individual repetetive patterns in his 
work & approach to a new project – both in the analysis phase and during the design process. The 
pure automation of these numerous repetitive tasks with the goal of saving time is certainly the first 
step in the implementation of an AI into a CAD program – but since it cannot be seen as an 
intelligent collaboration, I will not go into it further here. The declared goal should rather be to 
develop an understanding for the necessity of these numerous repetitive tasks. This is achieved by a 
permanent „look over the shoulder“ in the beginning. In the background, in the learning phase, the 
program translates every design-relevant step of the architect into an algorithm and classifies it. 
Based on the points that the designer has changed or adapted in the course of his work, the AIAD 
program can begin to incorporate variables in the form of sliders at these points in the algorithm. 
Over time, the AI learns the working process of each architect and gradually adapts to the designer.

In the second phase, the assistance phase, the system is now in a position to make suggestions to 
the architect during the work and design process that correspond to or enrich the architect‘s way of 
working. This kind of cognitive enrichment takes place on the one hand through short-term auto-
completions, and on the other hand through visual suggestions based on mutations or connections 
of algorithms already learned. This auto-completion is therefore nothing more than topic-related 
suggestions for algorithms. Furthermore, the task of such an AI in the AIAD program is to display in 
the background the current design in relation to conflicts with given parameters such as 
construction plans/building plans/restrictions and to monitor them. However, the interface of the 



program is still intended for the architect – he filters the restrictions and makes the final design 
decisions. For the time being, however, it is not important for the program to understand why the 
architect makes a certain decision, it is more important to create an extensive data set with different
situations and their responses. The complete data set of these decisions, including all intermediate 
steps, is necessary for future autonomous work.

III. autonomous design programs

//how AI can help a new architectureal language emerge
//design an artificial neural network that creates design-algorithms

The idea of autonomous design basically makes the role of the architect as designer superfluous – 
the functionality is guaranteed by various simulations and the design process has been automated. 
In the end, only the final design decisions according to purely visual values are up for debate. For this
purpose, the AIAD program offers the user various design proposals, and what evokes emotions in 
him is intuitively selected by man. This final feedback or evaluation of the completed design 
performance now replaces the architect as a mediator between work and customer.  

 

1. input datasets - work processes 

Autodesk is very specialized in technology and efficiency oriented programs. The design tools 
(Dreamcatcher) serve to increase efficiency in material consumption or BIM programs to simplify 
construction planning. By working within a cloud, Autodesk is now able to collect vast amounts of 
data and projects from different architects. What is not collected, however, is the work process – in 
other words, the linking of the individual work steps.

https://dgrafarch380.files.wordpress.com/2013/08/casteljau.png

 Grasshopper and its plug-ins revolutionized the visualization of action sequences, data and their 
dependencies years ago and made a significant contribution to the creation of a new architectural 
language. In the meantime, users can access a large number of publicly accessible GH circuits. If 

https://dgrafarch380.files.wordpress.com/2013/08/casteljau.png


these bundles, classifications and labels were applied, a huge data set of algorithms could be created
from them. This library of GH algorithms created by architects and designers is added to the data set
from the assistance phase of the AIAD program as a likewise classified data set (briefing, process, 
result) and is now used as an input data set for an artificial neural network.

2. learning of the AIAD program 

When designing an artificial neural network, both the weighting of the individual neurons and their 
connections (weights & biases) are initially chosen randomly. In order to train the network, these 
have to be readjusted.18 To determine the correct weights & biases, i.e. the weighting or short-
circuiting of individual neurons, a so-called deep learning algorithm is used. This is the learning 
phase of the artificial neural network:

Here, a learning data set is used to feed images or sounds that are already linked to their meaning 
into the neural network. This then reveals its answer. Deep learning now means that the value of the
cost function, which indicates the error rate of the network in a single number, should strive towards
zero by reweighting the individual components.19 Such an artificial neural network is the basis of the 
AIAD program. The function-related repetetive working methods of the architect as well as the 
human generated algorithms are combined to a database of design algorithms and working 
processes. The AIAD program learns from this database. The weights and biases of the network are 
already defined by watching, analyzing and collaborating with an architect - the program is trained. 
Thus the program is able to create new algorithms for the category „sports 
hall“/“theatre“/“museum“/....

18 But what is a neural network now? https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aircAruvnKk&t=1s

19 Gradient descent, how neural networks learn https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IHZwWFHWa-
w&t=242s
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After learning the working process in this way, the AIAD program is able to create its own 
algorithms. Due to the fact that this is a combination or recombination of parts of architectural work 
processes and not a re-combination of fragmented architectural elements, the assumption that this 
is a new architectural language is not too far-fetched.

3. formal correctness of the drafts (output data)

The evaluation of one‘s own abilities according to the trial-and-error principle is also known as 
reinforcement learning – a way of learning that is very similar to that of small children. Using this 
technique, Elon Musk‘s OpenAI research group reached a milestone in computer science: they 
developed software capable of beating a team of five qualified human Dota 2 players – a game that 
is particularly difficult to calculate due to the combination of fast, real-time action, the need for 
longer-term strategy, imperfect information and team play.  On the one hand a player must choose 
from about 1,000 valid possible actions (compared to 250 in Go and only 35 in Chess), on the other 
hand the state of the video game is also represented by about 20,000 data points, compared to 400 
in Go and 70 in Chess.20

20 bloomberg - A Bot Backed by Elon Musk Has Made an AI Breakthrough in Video Game World 
https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2018-06-25/musk-backed-bot-conquers-e-gamer-
teams-in-ai-breakthrough
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Comparable to the work of the aforementioned artist Tom White, the AIAD program tests his work 
over and over again for correctness and adjusts his work if necessary. A mirror copy of the AI behind 
the AIAD program is presented to the designed algorithm for analysis and visual and content 
classification until it can be correctly recognized without violating the given rules and restrictions. In 
the last step, these newly created forms and structures are visually manifested and passed on for 
evaluation or selection by one or more people. After the load-bearing capacity and efficiency could 
be successfully simulated during the design process, now even the complete design performance is 
accomplished by one machine. Before the start of construction, only the final decision between 
individual variants of the same design is necessary. For this the human being, i.e. the future user, will
be much more strongly involved in the decision.

4. evaluation

Multi – basis democratic (mass)

https://encrypted-tbn0.gstatic.com/images?q=tbn:ANd9GcQdA2piIBFhaoccZDZdbC2GgkN9FVl1lJLz4Ekf3qjUat0zO9EwLg


Screenshot Instagram: https://www.instagram.com/

Social media evaluation by means of visual decisions of the users21:

Architecture is not just about mathematics or development plans – it‘s about deep emotions. The 
emotions that a building or the shape of a building evokes in you are highly subjective. But in every 
data set on a subject, patterns and thus preferences for a certain thing can be found. The public, 
which was once separated from the entire building process, has now already become an essential 
part of the design process in recent years. Through social media such as Instagram or Facebook, by 
publishing image or video material years before a building has been completed, designing architects 
get feedback on its later appearance. This feedback is used by the AIAD program to decide for or 
against a particular design strategy. The result? Architecture that does more for us than ever before 
by making building processes democratic – the „genius loci“ can be analyzed by an architect, but 
some influences can only come from the actual inhabitants of a place.

21 Marc Kushner - Who will design the buildings of the future? ... You  
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hha0NsYXS5c&feature=youtu.be
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Single - User Generated Design (personal)

 Using a kind of „questionnaire“ for customers, users, or rather the „designing-non-architects“, the 
individual input parameters such as certain preferences, the desired lighting mood, working method 
or the required offer are queried at the beginning. The interface of the AIAD program must now be 
designed for a normal person, i.e. much more user-friendly – like a ‚Your Theatre Generator‘ app. By 
gradually bringing the user closer to different situations, as is possible with the Rhino-Plug In 
Biomorpher22 for example, the program generates different possible courses of action and design 
processes – or lets them merge with each other. From these, the user selects his favorites again, 
which are in turn linked to each other – this process repeats itself until the user has found an image 
or visualization that corresponds to his ideas.

https://i.ytimg.com/vi/helsuOwGgrE/maxresdefault.jpg

The final feedback can be obtained through a virtual reality simulation. At „Swinerton Builders“, for 
example, part of the design is done through virtual planning and construction processes. VR 
software tracks the eye movements of users in artificial three-dimensional space. If a gaze remains 
stuck on a particular object for more than half a second, the program will hook the respective eye-
catcher or part of the building. This results in an enormous knowledge of where people like to look 
and where they like to be.

22 https://www.food4rhino.com/app/biomorpher
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Conclusion

But where does autonomous design lead us to? Do full automation of design performance and 
democratic decision-making processes really contribute to the development of a new architectural 
language? Or does all this merely lead to a reconfiguration of what already exists?

 

Utopia:

Does architecture adapt to technology or does technology adapt to architecture? And does the 
synthesis of both result in a new form? The utopian answer is yes. The human being has a 
pronounced feeling for aesthetics and architecture – simply because we spend over 90% of the day 
in a built environment. He is therefore also in a position to be the final decision-maker in the 
construction process. In a utopian world like this, an unlimited number of new, parallel architectural 
languages and forms emerge and the world is populated by small designers and architects.

 

Dystopia:

The dystopian approach, on the other hand, follows a different approach: it sees the danger of 
autonomous design especially in copying an already existing desolate, mechanical world several 
times. Once the personal ‚design profile‘ of the architect has been defined, there are no more great 
innovations. Although this profile can be applied to changing problems and receives new initial 
parameters, really new design processes on the same topic are no longer generated. Intuition and 
inspiration in architecture are not only the algorithmized reaction to given problems but the solving 
of the problem by creating something new and not yet there.

If the architect remains a creative instance or mediator, the collaboration between man and 
machine in the design process can lead to a new formal language. In his school education, the 
architect is encouraged to solve problems creatively in an unprecedented way – classical ‚out-of-the-
box-thinking‘. Thus, in the ideal case, new results and approaches are achieved again and again in 
the resulting formal language. The research spirit of the architect also plays an important role here. 
If you let people who don‘t have a solid architectural empathy make too many design-relevant 
decisions, there is a danger that the new architecture will only be aligned with what people already 
know: Through previous conditioning, people create their own „mirror cabinet“. The principle 
behind it is known to everyone – personally from advertising. People want what they see every day. 
It would be a fatal mistake to link progress to something so retrograde. Mutations and deviations 
from the ‚optimum‘ must be possible – even a human designer ignores some of the user‘s objections
or wishes – because they are simply irrelevant or impossible to realize. This kind of human imitation 
could lead users to start exploring the new and unknown themselves, instead of being visually 
trimmed to an architectural language that will be irrevocably imitated in the independent design 
process.
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